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Abstract—In power system dynamic models, the complex net-
work equations and the various phasors are projected onto refer-
ence axes. After a short critical review of commonly chosen refer-
ence axes, this letter proposes to use the center-of-inertia at the pre-
vious integration time step. This approach is shown to combine the
advantages of the center-of-inertia with a sparser Jacobian struc-
ture and an easier handling of network splits.
Index Terms—Angle reference, long-term dynamics, network
equations, phasor approximation, time-domain simulation.
I. STANDARD ANGLE REFERENCES
T HE dynamic model of a power system considered in sta-bility studies can be written in compact form as [1]
(1)
(2)
Equations (1) relate to the network, whose response is as-
sumed instantaneous under the phasor approximation. They
are usually derived from the bus admittance matrix relations
, where (resp. ) is the vector of bus voltage (resp.
current) phasors.
It is appropriate to project these complex equations onto two
orthogonal axes, denoted and , respectively. Let and
denote the projections of the bus voltage onto the above axes.
The components relative to the various buses are grouped into
and vectors, which are included in . The current vectors
and are defined similarly.
Equations (2) deal with a variety of short- and long-term phe-
nomena and controls, with corresponding state variables in .
Among them, the motion of the rotor of the th synchronous
machine is described by
(3)
(4)
where is an inertia coefficient, (resp. ) is the turbine
mechanical (resp. generator electromagnetic) torque, is the
rotor speed, and the rotor position with respect to a fixed
reference.
Apart from the need to have all phase angles referring to the
same axis, the choice of the latter is free. In fact, all variables in
except angles are unaffected by this choice. The and axes
should be chosen having in mind computational efficiency. A
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standard practice is to choose axes that rotate at the nominal an-
gular frequency , where is the nominal frequency
of the system. The rotor angle of the th machine, referred to the
-axis, is
(5)
where is an arbitrary constant. This yields
(6)
This equation is substituted to (3), while (4) is unchanged.
While appropriate for short-term simulations (e.g., for tran-
sient stability analysis), the above reference suffers from a major
drawback in long-term studies. Indeed, after a disturbance af-
fecting the power balance, the system settles at a new angular
frequency and, with respect to the reference axes, all pha-
sors rotate at the angular speed . Hence, although the
system settles at a new equilibrium, the variable increase lin-
early with time and the components of and oscillate
with a period . This nonlinear behavior re-
quires frequent updates of the Jacobian matrix and increases the
number of iterations of the Newton method used to solve the im-
plicit equations [1]. It also requires the time step to remain small
compared to , in order to track those oscillations and/or avoid
numerical instability.
The above problem can be solved by somewhat linking the
reference axes to the rotor motion. This is the idea underlying
the center-of-inertia (COI) reference frame, which has been
used in direct transient stability analysis methods [2] and in
industrial simulation software (e.g., [3]). The COI angle and its
time derivative are defined, respectively, as
(7)
(8)
where is the total inertia and is an arbitrary
constant. The and axes now turn at the angular speed .
The rotor angle of the th machine, referred to the -axis, is
(9)
from which one easily derives
(10)
This equation replaces (3). Thus, in an -machine system,
there are of the type (10) involving state variables and
the th variable . The latter is included in and is
balanced by (8), an algebraic equation handled by the Newton
method together with (1). Note that (8) can be replaced by
.
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Clearly, if the system settles at a new equilibrium with fre-
quency , all machines rotate at the angular speed and so
does the axis. Hence, and become constant.
This result still holds true when substituting to the right-hand
side of (8) a linear combination with
, and in particular a single reference speed. The COI frame
of reference, however, is appealing as it provides the average
system angular frequency. The latter is appropriately used in fre-
quency-dependant load models as well as in corrective damping
terms added to (4).
Still, this COI reference suffers from drawbacks. First, the
presence of in each (10) and in the load models produces
a dense column in the Jacobian matrix, while the presence of
all ’s in (8) produces a “dense” row. Next, in case of net-
work split, since one COI has to be considered in each con-
nected subnetwork, the structure of the Jacobian is significantly
modified by the added variables and equations. Finally, the alge-
braic equation (8) does not allow to take advantage of the block
bordered diagonal structure of the Jacobian (see, e.g., [1, pp.
794–795]).
The approach described below is free from these drawbacks.
II. PROPOSED ANGLE REFERENCE
The idea of the proposed technique is to make the axis co-
incide with a previous position of the COI. In the context of nu-
merical simulation, when integrating the equations from
to (where is the time step), the phasors are projected onto
axes that correspond to the COI position at . At that time,
the COI speed is . The angle and speed of the th
machine, referred to that axis, become
(11)
(12)
Note that the COI considered in (10) is “implicit” in the sense
that it involves the rotor speeds at the same time , while the one
considered in (12) is “explicit” in so far as it refers to past, al-
ready known speed values. In (12), is just a number,
not a variable. Equation (8) is not handled together with the
other equations. It is used, after convergence of the Newton iter-
ations, to determine the value of from the just computed
rotor speeds . This updated value of is used in (12)
when proceeding with the next integration step.
By so doing, the dense row and column are no longer present
in the Jacobian, while network splits do not require any restruc-
turing of the Jacobian.
The advantages of the COI reference frame are also pre-
served, because a slightly delayed COI angle is as good as the
exact COI in making , and very little dependent on
the system frequency. One could argue that using a slightly de-
layed in the frequency dependent load models causes some
inaccuracy; however, using instead of the true angular
frequency at the load bus already involves some approximation.
III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
We consider a variant of the system used in [4], subject to
a branch outage. All responses have been computed using the
Trapezoidal method with .
Fig. 1. Evolution of voltage and COI angular speed.
Fig. 2. Evolution of a   component.
The long-term evolution of a bus voltage magnitude is shown
with solid line in Fig. 1. The system responds to an overexcita-
tion limiter acting at and a transformer load tap changer
moving by 10 steps, before hitting its limit. The evolution of
is shown with dotted line in the same figure. The overall
increase is due to the load sensitivity to the dropping voltage. As
can be seen, the system settles at equilibrium after .
Apart from numerical inaccuracies (within the solver toler-
ances), is the same, whichever angle reference is used, since
the ’s are also the same, as stated in Section I.
Fig. 2 shows with dotted line the evolution of the compo-
nent of the same bus voltage, when using the angle reference as
in (5). As expected, undergoes pronounced oscillations, even
after the frequency has returned to steady state. The other two
curves have been obtained with the angle references defined by
(10) and (12), respectively. The corresponding reference axes
differ by the angle ,
which is small for , and hence makes the curves in-
distinguishable. More importantly, these two curves are much
smoother than the first one.
IV. CONCLUSION
The proposed, explicit COI reference frame yields smoothly
varying voltage components, appropriate for long-term simula-
tion, while preserving the sparsity of the Jacobian and offering
an easy handling of network splits.
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